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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its partners Trail Minimus Balancing New 10v1 feels fun when you put it on. There's a 4mm drop in heel, which some minimalist fans don't like, but the soft uppers make the legs feel free and bouncy. A performance comparison is happy to have a little more shoe underfoot when the trail gets rough, and
enthusiastic about stretching of the Minimus 10v1 trail when going to get slippery. Photograph: Lyra Pierotti Performance A new balance brought back the original feel of the Minimus Trail 10 with this iteration of 10v1. This shoe is not only barefoot in style, but keeps some key features of the shoe minimal. It has a wide toe box that allows
your toes to play comfortably, and very flexible flyer materials so you can lift your paws easily as you prepare to land on your foot. The sole is also softer and thinter in the foot, allowing you to feel some of the bumps on the way and keep your feet irritated during runs, walks, and workouts. Minimus Trail.Photo: Lyra Pierotti has easy arc
support, reinforced by the aromatic and tuning system. In previous versions, it was too tight and restrictive, but the latest model combines easy support with minimal feel, making it a great shoe for those beyond zero drop or minimal footwear, or for minimal shoe enthusiasts looking for something a little more supportive and protective for
longer runs on harder terrain. A very slight drop of 4mm from heel to toe is not noticeable when running with a barefoot shape (where you land on the middle or foot), but we can feel it while walking. We really grew up preferring zero drop shoes, so it was turning to long-distance walking. For anyone concerned about the occasional heel-
strike while running, these shoes may relieve some of the pressure and offer a small heel cushion as you retrace your body to land further forward on your leg. The Toe box has an upwardly structured curve, which we don't like because it takes extra effort to flatten your legs when landing or even resting. After months of training foot
strength, these shoes felt like they were trying to put our feet in a slightly unnatural position. Some of our colleagues report leg fatigue in these shoes because they don't get a run in other shoes, and we suspect it may come from having to push your scams down against the shoe's upward bend. 10v1 can be worn with or without socks,
and when worn without, the face feels as soft as a chamois cloth for a fancy sports car. We certainly agree with New Balance here - our feet certainly deserve to be treated like a posh hot rod! New barefoot balance accuracy gives Minimus 10v1 drop due to toe 4mm and some extra padding to make it more accessible for those looking to
enter barefoot or Footwear but who's not quite ready to make the jump to zero drop yet. With a drop of 4mm from heel to toe, the Minimus 10v1 trail is not a pure minimalist shoe, but can be a great transition shoe for those looking to minimize footwear. Photo: Lyra Pierotti We really like barefoot shoes that hug our feet like a sock, so we
were initially drawn to the minimos hanging. However, these do not check any boxes from our study to qualify as a pure, minimalist shoe. But they are close and may be a good transition shoe for some users. From our list? No, a 4mm drop. Is the unit made of one material? Two... Soft, flexible sole? Definitely. Thin sole, less than 10mm
thick? New Balance doesn't say, but it looks mostly below 10mm, certainly in the foot. Not restrictive but a secure lanyard? Very secure, a little tight. No request supported? A little... Breathing stimulants? Super breathing. Straight axis, no shape or curve in a flare? Could be straighter through the foot. There's no scaly in the foot? Check.
There is a nice, flexible foot, although the heel is stiffer than the foot, which means these shoes don't leave your feet to their devices, as well as the models we tested with a soft and flexible sole from heel to toe. Great foot flexibility on the 10v1 Minimus Trail due to Vibram's thin sole and flexibility and flexible underfoot grooves. Photo by
Lyra Pierotti These shoes also have a 4 mm high heel which is not a perfect fit for the fastest definition of barefoot footwear. This minimal shoe that serves as a way to switch to lighter, softer footwear, may help slowly develop low leg strength and restore some running efficiency by providing improved feedback from the ground. Minimus
trail shoes also rotate seamlessly through the foot to allow your running form to feel as natural as possible with a little more underfoot shoe than standard for minimalist footwear. Photograph: Lyra Pierotti Toe The shoe curves upwards as well, reminiscent of the university running spring in more common padded shoes - and it is estranged
that weakening the phony over time by reducing their ability to grip the ground and help pushing the pressure. Again, not radical and not deal-breaking, but it further underscores that these are better perceived as a minimalist shoe beyond. The weight of these shoes are lightweight, just 14.5 ounces for a pair of size 10 women (41.5
European size). These are also well balanced, meaning they carry evenly on your feet and allow for quick and easy stride. Dragging the 10v1 Minimus Trail has some of the most impressive grips in this review. The round screws are very sticky, made of vibram rubber. They are also well applied to allow loose dirt to pass through and find
firmer terrain below. Stretch test on backyard balance beam - and enthusiastic Vibram's sole with round carts like suction. Photo: Lyra Pierotti Stretching so well with these shoes that sometimes we thought these little round screws were miniature suction cups on our pads. The flexible foot with flexible grooves in critical bending places
improves traction, as well as by helping the legs shape around rocks, sidewalks, bumps, and other consistency on the path. The Minimos Trail 10v1 versatility is a fairly versatile minimalist shoe, especially for those looking to strengthen their lower legs and legs, and switch from padded footwear to minimal or barefoot shoes. For well-
accustomed reviewers to walk barefoot and running zero drop, minimalist footwear, these are not pleasant to walk, as the action due to the toe of a walking step highlighted the drop due to a 4mm toe. However, the foot is thinner than the heel as a result and has made for a very pleasant running shoe for those running with a landing in the
middle or foot, as encourages proper impact absorption and barefoot running technique. For those well-fitted minimalist footwear with a zero-drop sole, the Minimus trail will probably still be fun to run, but a 4mm drop is more noticeable when walking, since you roll from heel to toe. Photo By Lyra Pierotti in one of our field tests, we went for
a 15-foot run on a rough path, and thoroughly enjoyed that shoe and assessed the protection it offered. So, if you're just getting minimalist footwear, this may be a very versatile shoe for you. If you're already into zero drop, 10v1 can only be fun for you on longer runs. The 10v1 trail resistance combines lightweight materials with durability
in critical areas. The tops of the net are not the most durable fabric, but the lining around the toes and expansion of the rubber sole in the pinky alliance helps strengthen the normally digested areas. Value Minimos is not the best deal in this review, but it's not far off, either. If you're looking for a trail that's a little more supportive of running
or an extra-easy walking shoe, and you're curious to minimize your footwear, this could be a good way to start the transition. The new 10v1 Balance Minimus Trail conclusion is definitely a minimized shoe, but it hasn't damaged any of the main components of a barefoot or truly minimalist shoe. It features a drop-to-toe 4mm heel instead of
a pure zero drop style praised by pure minimal or barefoot shoe supports. However, it still has a relatively wide toe box with a flexible foot, as well as flexible top fabrics that allow your toes to bend, rise, and bend relatively easily. This may be a decent shoe for those who are unsure about undertaking more stringent barefoot shoes, but are
interested in exploring minimal footwear. The Minimus New Balance Trail 10v1 is fun for long runs on hard terrain. Photo: Lyra Pierotti New Balance for Women Trail Style 10v1: WT10V1 Brand: New Balance $115.00 Query Results QUERY ATTR1 ATTR1_ENTRY_ID FAM HEX NON_INVT ORIGATTR1 QOH SKU_ID SORT_ORDER 1
Black/ NEO_VIOLET 59342 [Empty String] [Empty String] N Black /NEO_VIOLET 0 477 831 [Empty String] 2 Black/Thunder 59343 [Empty String] [Empty String] N Black/Thunder 0 205338 [Empty String] 3 Black/Blue 59344 [Empty String] [Empty String] N Black/Blue 5 205339 [Empty String] 4 Black/Silver 59345 [Empty String] [Empty
String] N Black / Silver 4 524604 [Empty String] 5 OUTERSPACE / Purple 59346 [Empty String] [Empty String] N OUTERSPACE /VIOLET 3 539960 [Empty String] 6 TEAM_AWAY_GREY/Guava 59347 [Empty String] [Empty String] Empty String] N TEAM_AWAY_GREY/GUAVA 0 539976 [Empty String] CACHED FALSE
EXECUTIONTIME 0 SQL SELECT Unique (b.attr1) as origAttr1 Maximum (in case b.attr1_alias NULL or RTRIM (LTRIM(b.attr1_alias)) = '' and then b.attr1 ELSE b.attr1_alias END) as attr1 , maximum(a.sku_id) as sku_id, maximum (b.attr1_entry_id) attr1_entry_id, amount (e.qoh+e.qc) as qoh, Max (b.attr1_order) as sort_order,
max(c.attr1_hex) about d.attr1_fam about non_invt z.non_invt from tb_skus left join tb_attr1_entries b with (NOLOCK) ON (b.attr1_entry_id = a.attr1_entry_id) Left join tb_sku_buckets (NOLOCK) ON (e.sku_id = a.sku_id) left join tb_attr1_hexes c With (NOLOCK) on (b.attr1 =c.attr1) left join tb_attr1_families d with (NOLOCK) on
(c.attr1_fam_id = d.attr1_fam_id) left join tb_styles z on (z.style_id = a.style_id) where (a.sell_web not in ('N', 'no') or (a.sell_web null)) a.style_id=? and e.store_id in(1,2,3) group by b.attr1 Order by Maximum (b.attr1_order), Max (b.attr1_entry_id) SQLPARAMETERS Colors: Size: 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7 7 7 7.5 8 8.5 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 13
Shipping We offer free standard shipping on all orders $50+ and flat rate on all orders under this amount. Expedited shipping is available at checkout for shipping premium.  Returns can be returned to any product that does not adurance for a full refund within 90 days. We do not offer free roundtrip shipping except in cases of damaged
items. They can be returned for a full refund within 90 days at no cost. Please contact us with any inquiries. Returns can be sent: Runners Plus 8970 Kingsridge der Dayton, OH 45458 45458
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